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UNESCO has long advocated for and supported the important contributions of sport values to development and

Renowned photojournalist Steve McCurry once said, “The photograph is an undeniably powerful medium. Free from

peace as a unique force to promote dialogue, social integration, and economic development.

the constraints of language, and harnessing the unique qualities of a single moment frozen in time.”

The Organization works to increase participation in physical activity and sport for their lifelong benefits, such

It is this aspect of photography as a powerful medium to deliver messages that the International Centre of Martial

as improving academic performance, promoting healthy lifestyles, and developing soft skills. As such, UNESCO

Arts for Youth Development and Engagement under the auspices of UNESCO (ICM) took note of.

emphasizes the importance of traditional sports and games, advocates for quality physical education in schools, and

From the photos that have been selected as winning works, I felt the true values of martial arts coming alive in the

strives to embed sports values across school-based curricula.

activities of children, youth, and women. In the teaching and training of martial arts, self-control, patience, discipline,

The International Martial Arts Photo Contest, organized by the International Centre of Martial Arts for Youth

and respect are emphasized, as well as the act of cultivating one’s body and mind. We have selected as winners 38

Development and Engagement, under the auspices of UNESCO, was a unique opportunity to mobilize citizens

works out of 731 submitted photos that best captured the theme of “martial arts,” which could seem unfamiliar in

globally around the ancestral values of martial arts. Photographs make it possible to encapsulate and picture the

a way, through creative and diverse perspectives, and we present them here to you. This collection of photographs

immateriality of these values and underline the importance of dialogue and transmission.

is published with the hope of widely spreading martial arts and its culture of peace and non-violence, the values to

This initiative contributes positively to the national and international efforts made to achieve the Sustainable

which UNESCO aspires.

Development Goals, especially through the promotion of universal values such as teamwork, solidarity, and respect.

Once again, ICM would like to extend our gratitude to each participant who entered the photo contest to express
martial arts in a creative and artistic fashion. We are also deeply grateful to the panel of judges, including the chair of
judges LEE Yonghwan and SIM Eunlog, KIM Unzi, LEE Janguk, Xavier LUCCHESI, and WANG Qingsong, for
their dedication in carefully selecting the winning photographs. We would like to express our sincere congratulations
to all the winners, who are the true heroes and heroines of this collection.
ICM will continue to strive towards spreading the educational, social, and cultural values of martial arts.
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Thank you.

INTRODUCTION

Martial arts all over the world

The International Centre of Martial Arts for Youth Development and

This picture captured two young boys enjoying martial arts on the street

and white. The contrast of big and small shows the power relation between

Engagement under the auspices of UNESCO (ICM) held the International

with an audience of several children peering through an open window. There

the two. They are both looking in the same direction, which expresses their

This contest has been an important opportunity to understand what the

Martial Arts Photo Contest, open to both domestic and international

are two scenes in this photo—the boys engaged in martial arts and the other

determination for something. The white streak of light illuminating their

martial arts all over the world look like. The selection process has allowed us

participants. The contest received a total of 731 photograph submissions

children looking on. The dichotomized structure of this photo is interesting,

profiles leads the picture into a more psychological space.

to recognize the extensiveness of quality photographs and the bright future

from 178 photographers from 29 countries. Participants from many

but the curiosity shown on the children’s faces also draws attention. This

countries submitted their works, but Koreans submitted the most. Judges

photo is an excellent work that masterfully tells the children’s story.

The other Silver Prize went to Annika KREIKENBOHM’s Capoeira

of this photo contest. I have high hopes and great expectations to see more

eMotion. Capoeira is a Brazilian martial dance. The photographer installed

original works expressing the spirit of martial arts from the participants in
the years to come.

included SIM Eunlog, KIM Unzi, LEE Janguk, Xavier LUCCHESI,

The Gold Prize went to Avijit GHOSH’s Street Wrestling. The zest of

lighting devices on the subjects’ clothes and used a slow shutter speed to

WANG Qingsong, and LEE Yonghwan, all of whom are prominent

this photograph is the spectacle. The picture, taken from a high vantage

symbolically express the dynamics of martial arts by capturing the trajectories

photographers or world-renowned artists.

point that seems to be touching the sky, surprises us with the grand spectacle

of movement. Although it is a photo, it creates a painting-like effect. The

Though it was the first photo contest hosted by ICM and the theme

overlooking the wrestling arena with spectators gathered all around. The

photographer’s idea captured the dynamic beauty of form that is unique to

was limited to martial arts, there were many entrants. Among the submitted

bright blue color of the wrestling ring and the crowds indulging in the sport

martial arts very well.

works, photographs that received awards in other contests or were used

create an incredible harmony. The outdoor wrestling match taking place on

One of the Bronze Prizes went to KIM Taigsu’s Confrontation. This

for commercial purposes were strictly excluded from the contest through

a residential street tells us that martial arts are something that can be enjoyed

photo captured the moment of the two competitors leaping into the sky. The

multiple screening processes. The judging was conducted cautiously in a

by everyone.

movement was captured with a high-speed shutter from a low angle. The

total of three stages.
The Grand Prize winner was Sudip MAITI’s The Art of Self-Defence.

One of the Silver Prize winners was Joel FORTE’s Sensei and Student.
This is a photo of a sensei (teacher) and his student shot in profile in black

rhythmical movement of taekwondo is encapsulated dynamically against
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viewers’ focus to the movement and gives the photo a sense of airiness.

the blue sky with soft white clouds. Simplifying the background brings the

November 9, 2018

LEE Yonghwan Lead Judge
Dean of the Department of Photography in the School of Performing Arts
and Media of the College of Arts, Chung-Ang University

© Sudip MAITI, The Art of Self-Defence, India, 2018
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© Avijit GHOSH, Street Wrestling, India, 2017

© Annika KREIKENBOHM, Capoeira eMotion, Germany, 2017
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© Joel FORTE, Sensei and Student, Philippines, 2018

© KIM Taigsu, Confrontation, Republic of Korea, 2011

© John Leonardo R. DIMAIN IV, The Art of Arnis, Philippines, 2018
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© Mariano B. SAYNO, Speed and Focus Training of the Filipino Arnis, Philippines, 2018

© Lorena RODRIGUEZ ALVAREZ, Taekwondo for Peace at the Friendship Games with Pascal Gentil,
Champion for Peace and Children from Rwanda Burundi and RDC, Mexico, 2018
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© LEE Chawoo, Levitation, Republic of Korea, 2015

© CHO Mijin, Like Clouds, Republic of Korea, 2018
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© P. Bruno STEVENS, Dedication, Belgium, 2018

© PARK Byungho, Disciple’s Hand, Republic of Korea, 2014
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© Sirshendu BHATTACHARYA, The Brave Beauties, India, 2017

© SEO Youngseok, Ssireum: The Living Culture 2, Republic of Korea, 2018
© Breech Asher HARANI, Brutally Intimate, Philippines, 2018
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© JUNG Jonghyun, I Am Good at This, Republic of Korea, 2018

© Anuar George HABIBE, Girl Getting Ready, Netherlands, 2018
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© KIM Kukhwan, Ki Martial Arts 3, Republic of Korea, 2017
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© Raimon BJØRNDALEN, Wushu Perfection, Norway, 2015

© Otgonbayar DARKHIJAV,
Mongolian Traditional Military Martial Arts “Mongol-Zo,” Mongolia, 2010

© Hardijanto BUDIMAN, Pencak Silat, Indonesia, 2010
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© Musa TALASLI, Sports Brotherhood, Turkey, 2011

© Antonio Aragón RENUNCIO, The Martial Arts Beach, Spain, 2006

© Sugato MUKHERJEE, Sunset Combat, India, 2018
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© Bambang WIRAWAN, Silat 1, Indonesia, 2017

© Klienne ECO, Under the Sun, Philippines, 2016

30

31

© Sampa GUHAMAJUMDAR, Friendship, India, 2018
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© Bernard RECIRDO II, Guidance, Philippines, 2018

© Emerson CATINDOY, Gender Equality, Philippines, 2018

© LEE Kwangju, Yongmudo Falloff, Republic of Korea, 2018

© KIM Haksoo, Sunmudo, Republic of Korea, 2018

35

© Ritagnik BHATTACHARYA, Pelwans from the Soil, India, 2016

© Vikram CHOUDHARY, Wrestler at Rest, India, 2017
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© SIM Jonguk, A Fight with Oneself by the 80 Years Old Master of Kendo, Republic of Korea, 2018

© LEE Jangwoong, Martial Arts - Taekkyeon, Republic of Korea, 2018
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© YE Qian, Kungfu-2, China, 2018

© OH Kweonyeol, Flow of Motion, Republic of Korea, 2017
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© HE Yupei, Aggregation, China, 2018

CRITIQUE

Martial / Art:
Manner of Communication Seen through “Perspective” or “Angle”

The themes of the International Martial Arts Photo Contest were “martial”

Prizes, and 26 Fine Work Prizes.

clothing and shelter. The look in the children’s eyes watching the match

In Joel FORTE’s Silver Prize winning work, Sensei and Student, an aged

between the two boys is soft, innocent, and filled with curiosity, showing

martial arts sensei and a young student are standing together, looking in

even a hint of nervousness. Although the image is divided into two sections

the same direction. We do not know what they are looking at, but judging

by the bright grey wall at the center, the powerful and innocent attention of

from the light shining along the silhouette of their faces and the eye of the

the three children crosses that division to connect the two sections. What

student, we can tell that they are seeing hope and looking into the future.

is most striking about this work is that this intangible horizontal gaze of

Another Silver Prize winner, Annika KREIKENBOHM’s work Capoeira

the children nullifies the heavy, physical division of the visible vertical line

eMotion captures the movements of the Afro-Brazilian art capoeira, which

created by the wall.

combines the elements of martial arts, music, and dance. Two practitioners

and “art.” The idea of “martial arts” could be expressed in concrete or

The Art of Self-Defence, the Grand Prize winning work by Sudip MAITI,

The Gold Prize Winner, Avijit GHOSH’s Street Wrestling, is reminiscent

wore LED light devices on their arms and legs and demonstrated powerful,

abstract form, which could be sublimated to “art.” Setting aside the

is a picture that resembles an apt storyteller who gives a very shy first

of Andreas Gursky’s works such as 99 Cent (1999), Board of Trade II (1999),

sweeping moves. The picture is an embodiment of the photographer’s aim to

complexity of the theme, the contest sought to discover photographs that

impression but unravels more and more new tales with a simple structure

and Nha Trang, Vietnam (2004), which made panoramic high-angle shots a

arouse beautiful and dynamic emotions in people by electronically capturing

contribute to promoting the spirit of peace and the values of education that

and quiet atmosphere. On the right side of the photograph are two shirtless

dominant trend. Looking at this photograph, which used the bird’s-eye view

the motions (in other words, the eMotions) to be sublimated into art.

UNESCO stands for, as it is a contest hosted by the International Centre of

boys demonstrating the “art of self-defence.” On the left, three young

in an interesting manner, viewers are gradually immersed into the work from

The eight works that won the Bronze Prize, Lorena RODRIGUEZ

Martial Arts for Youth Development and Engagement under the auspices of

children are spectators, watching the two boys’ action. As the subtle smiles

high up in the sky. Two wrestlers battle inside a blue-tarped ring. The street

ALVAREZ’s Taekwondo for Peace at the Friendship Games with Pascal

UNESCO (ICM). Images that were relatively violent or negative had to be

on the boys’ faces softly envelop the atmosphere, we note that none of the

is packed with spectators circling around the match, and even though there

Gentil, Champion for Peace and Children from Rwanda Burundi and RDC,

rejected, even if they were acceptable in an artistic sense. Most of the works

lines of the streets, walls of the houses, or the surrounding environment are

are empty green chairs, many of the spectators are standing up by the ring

John Leonardo R. DIMAIN IV’s The Art of Arnis, P. Bruno STEVENS’s

put more weight on the “martial” aspect than on “art,” but those which

sharp and aggressive straight lines, but gentle and winding curves. Leaning

to watch from as close as possible. Even the people inside the buildings are

Dedication, Mariano B. SAYNO’s Speed and Focus Training of the Filipino

showed the artist’s struggle between the two themes were quite refreshing. A

against the curved edge of the windowsill, the children are watching the boys

looking outside, perched on the second or third floor windowsills cheering

Arnis, CHO Mijin’s Like Clouds, PARK Byungho’s Disciple’s Hand, KIM

total of 178 photographers from 29 countries including India, Italy, Norway,

outside. None of the children are wearing glasses or looking at smart phones

for the players. Trivial details irrelevant to the central theme of the picture,

Taigsu’s Confrontation, and LEE Chawoo’s Levitation, also presented martial

and Russia entered the contest, submitting 731 photographs. The works

in their hands. The fabric wrapped around the waist of the boy on the right

which is the wrestling, make the image more intriguing. Multiple electric

arts through diverse perspectives, emotions, and environments. Even for

were extensive, ranging from classic compositions to photos that implied the

with his back to the camera is the same fabric used for the curtain hanging

wires cutting across the screen from the upper left corner to the lower right

the people who have interest in martial arts, it is difficult to understand the

beginning of the Fourth Industrial Age. Among the 731 photos, 38 received

in the window. The boy’s mother must have used the same cloth to decorate

corner, or trash and rust on the roofs—these small details explain the reason

environments within which martial arts are practiced and the emotions

awards including 1 Grand Prize, 1 Gold Prize, 2 Silver Prizes, 8 Bronze

the house and clothe her son, which shows a direct interaction between the

why the spectators are watching the wrestling with so much passion.

that are expressed through the martial art practice, but the winners each tell
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so many things through a single photograph. First of all, there were works

abstraction and conveys the sublimated spirit with the blue color. Her work

if showing that both martial arts and art are a struggle with oneself, many

Photographs employing a low angle also presented a contemporary

that captured the characteristics and spirit of martial arts through various

expresses the appearance of qi (or energy) in an image that resembles an

of the submitted works captured an individual’s expertise rather than one-

interpretation through the tension of a “fleeting instant” or decisive

martial arts styles. John DIMAIN’s The Art of Arnis and Mariano SAYNO’s

abstract painting. LEE Chawoo’s Levitation captures the moment of a great

on-one matches or group sports. Among them is SIM Jonguk’s A Fight with

“moment” that is in contrast with the classic “eternity,” rather than the

Speed and Focus Training of the Filipino Arnis both chose as their subject

leap, which is reminiscent of Yves Klein’s photomontage Leap into the Void

Oneself by the 80-Year-Old Master of Kendo, in which an identical image has

authority and superiority that are generally conveyed through the angle.

matter the Filipino martial art arnis, which uses a short rattan stick or sword

(1960). Being a judo practitioner himself, Klein photographed the moment

been mirrored left to right and pasted facing the original, with the image

Creating a diagnosis of the twenty-first century through the new aesthetic

about sixty centimeters in length. The works show training taking place in

he leapt into the air with his arms spread out from his second-story home

on the left in black-and-white and the one on the right in color. The work

perspectives and the positive bright angles are the great accomplishment

nature in a bright and joyful atmosphere harmonized with the environment.

and acquired the nickname “maestro of the void.” He became one of the

implies that art is a fierce struggle with oneself throughout one’s entire life,

of this photo contest, which we obtained from the many notable winning

Lorena RODRIGUEZ’s Taekwondo for Peace at the Friendship Games with

most important contemporary artists by representing the philosophy of the

like the fight even the eighty-year-old master of kendo faces against himself.

works.

Pascal Gentil, Champion for Peace and Children from Rwanda Burundi and

“void” and the presence of the body through judo.

Emerson CATINDOY’s Gender Equality focuses on the movements of the

RDC faithfully conveys the curiosity and interest in taekwondo through the

Although I cannot name them all one by one, there were also quite a

girls who are practicing real martial arts actions. CATINDOY’s work is

demeanor of students who have just started learning it. P. Bruno STEVENS’s

few intriguing works among the photos that won the Fine Work Prize. There

noteworthy in that it conveys gender equality, which is a value underscored

Dedication shows a young child training rather than playing video games

were photos that showed the diverse beauty of unsophisticated and innocent

by the UNESCO, in the male dominant world of martial arts through

or soccer. PARK Byungho’s Disciple’s Hand captures a pupil’s determination

children learning martial arts (the innocence of martial arts embodied in

photography. A boat floating in distant background shows the harmony of

and the intensity of martial arts training. The callus formed on the hand

children); works that represented the harmony of martial arts with the sun,

motion and rest.

emphasizes the “callus of time” that is fundamental to every martial art. KIM

wind, and trees by capturing the moments of training in nature (martial

Corresponding to the theme of the photo contest, a number of winning

Taigsu’s Confrontation captures a moment of swift movements and flying

arts resembling nature); pictures that captured the ultimate height of highly

works portrayed martial arts with serenity and elegance, as the intense and

kicks between two taekwondo practitioners with a high-speed shutter. Using

advanced martial arts; and works that demonstrated that bodily movement

dynamic vitality that had been expressed just a moment before lay latent in

the worm’s-eye view, the image also captures the harmony of the sun and

is in and of itself a work of art. In contrast, there were works that showed

the quiet and calm. Also, whereas most winning works unfolded naturally

clouds that are seen beyond the two sparring practitioners. The photograph

still beauty that differed from the aforementioned dynamic beauty. Vikram

and comfortably through an eye-level (or horizontal) angle, some used a

does not display an imposing effect, which is often seen in low angle shots,

CHOUDHARY’s Wrestler at Rest and Ritagnik BHATTACHARYA’s

high angle to show characteristics of contemporary photography that are

but shows the oneness of the practitioners with nature. In the case of CHO

Pelwans from the Soil give the impression that the practitioners taking a rest

characterized by objectivity without subject or object and the equality that

Mijin’s Like Clouds, the work internalizes such a view or angle in the image.

after intense practice of martial arts are being embraced by Mother Earth.

annihilates hierarchy, which are quite opposite to the classical lyricality or

She expresses the spirit of martial arts and dynamic maneuvers through

There were also pieces that looked like signs or symbols of the digital age. As
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contrast that are typically conveyed through the use of such an angle.

SIM Eunlog
UNESCO ICM Consulting Curator

INTERNATIONAL MARTIAL ARTS PHOTO CONTEST 2018 WINNERS

INTERNATIONAL MARTIAL ARTS PHOTO CONTEST 2018 JUDGES

GRAND PRIZE

© JUNG Jonghyun, I Am Good at This, Republic of Korea, 2018 22

LEAD JUDGE

© Sudip MAITI, The Art of Self-Defence, India, 2018 7

© Anuar George HABIBE, Girl Getting Ready, Netherlands, 2018 23

LEE Yonghwan

© KIM Kukhwan, Ki Martial Arts 3, Republic of Korea, 2017 24

Dean of the Department of Photography in the School of Performing Arts and Media

© Raimon BJØRNDALEN, Wushu Perfection, Norway, 2015 25

of the College of Arts, Chung-Ang University

© Hardijanto BUDIMAN, Pencak Silat, Indonesia, 2010 26

Dean of Photography at the Academy of Continuing Education

GOLD PRIZE
© Avijit GHOSH, Street Wrestling, India, 2017 9

© Otgonbayar DARKHIJAV, Mongolian Traditional Military Martial Arts “Mongol-Zo,”
JUDGES

Mongolia, 2010 27
SILVER PRIZE

© Musa TALASLI, Sports Brotherhood, Turkey, 2011 27

SIM Eunlog

© Annika KREIKENBOHM, Capoeira eMotion, Germany, 2017 10

© Sugato MUKHERJEE, Sunset Combat, India, 2018 28

Art Director, PAF (PhilArt Festival, Paris)

© Joel FORTE, Sensei and Student, Philippines, 2018 11

© Antonio Aragón RENUNCIO, The Martial Arts Beach, Spain, 2006 29

Visiting Professor, Methodist Theological University
Art Critic

© Klienne ECO, Under the Sun, Philippines, 2016 30
© Bambang WIRAWAN, Silat 1, Indonesia, 2017 31
BRONZE

© Sampa GUHAMAJUMDAR, Friendship, India, 2018 32

© John Leonardo R. DIMAIN IV, The Art of Arnis, Philippines, 2018 12

© Bernard RECIRDO II, Guidance, Philippines, 2018 33

© KIM Taigsu, Confrontation, Republic of Korea, 2011 13

© Emerson CATINDOY, Genter Equality, Philippines, 2018 34

© Mariano B. SAYNO, Speed and Focus Training of Filipino Arnis, Philippines, 2018 14

© KIM Haksoo, Sunmudo, Republic of Korea, 2018 34

© Lorena RODRIGUEZ ALVAREZ, Taekwondo for Peace at the Friendship Games with

KIM Unzi
Media Artist
Professor of art and technology in the Graduate School of Advanced Imaging Science,
Multimedia, and Film, Chung-Ang University

© LEE Kwangju, Yongmudo Falloff, Republic of Korea, 2018 35

李章旭, LEE Janguk

Pascal Gentil, Champion for Peace and Children from Rwanda Burundi and RDC,

© Ritagnik BHATTACHARYA, Pelwans from the Spoil, India, 2016 36

Curator

Mexico, 2018 15

© Vikram CHOUDHARY, Wrestler at Rest, India, 2017 37

56th Venice Biennale: Xu Bing Project, 3rd Nanjing International Art Festival,

© SIM Jonguk, A Fight with Oneself by the 80 Years Old Master of Kendo, Republic of

Fishing Town International New Media Arts Festival 2018

© LEE Chawoo, Levitation, Republic of Korea, 2015 16
© CHO Mijin, Like Clouds, Republic of Korea, 2018 17

Korea, 2018 38

© PARK Byungho, Disciple’s Hand, Republic of Korea, 2014 18

© LEE Jangwoong, Martial Arts - Taekkyeon, Republic of Korea, 2018 39

© P. Bruno STEVENS, Dedication, Belgium, 2018 19

© OH Kweonyeol, Flow of Motion, Republic of Korea, 2017 40

Xavier LUCCHESI
X-ray Photography Artist
Solo exhibition at Musée national Picasso-Paris

© YE Qian, Kungfu-2, China, 2018 41
FINE WORK

© HE Yupei, Aggregation, China, 2018 41

王庆松, WANG Qingsong

© Sirshendu BHATTACHARYA, The Brave Beauties, India, 2017 20

Artist

© Breech Asher HARANI, Brutally Intimate, Philippines, 2018 20

When the World Collides, International Center of Photography, New York City, USA

© SEO Youngseok, Ssireum: The Living Culture 2, Republic of Korea, 2018 21
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Transfiguration, Venice Biennale, China Pavilion
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